
English Homework Format 

 

 

✓ The date must be written on the top line at the right hand side of the page and 

underlined once with a ruler. 

 

✓ The title is written in the middle of the next line down and underlined once with a 

ruler. 

 

✓ Children must write the answer in full sentences in their books, i.e. you should be able 

to understand the question through the answer. 

 

✓ Each answer must be clearly numbered by placing the number in the margin. 

Children who have their pen licence can write in pen, all other children must write in 

pencil. 

 

✓ Presentation must be of the same standard as it is books in school. 

 

 

Please see a good example below, 

 

Thursday 8th October 

Com Junson and the mystery of the. UFO . 

 

1.The time of day in which the story is set is early evening. 

 

2. Eric wanted to take photographs.ex. eye-catching and 

interesting things. 

 

3. Cam and Eric saw a grey and white kitten high up ini 

Atrel ho can put a piece of turd fisk, snom hen Sandwichon the branch 

to try, and get the bitten to come down. 

... 

 

5. I think can is just a nickname for the gire, h 

name could be Camille, Canella.or Carmela / 

 

6. I think cam thought that the tuna fish would get. 

...the latten down because.cats eindlasttens.Dhe 

 

7. The kitten could have come to be in the tree because 

it might have have been trying to catch a small bird, 

 

The kitten didn't fall off the tree. When the branch .. 

chool because it might have been clinging to the branch 

with its Sharp claws... . 

 

9. I think Eric will put the picture in a scrapbook 

or use it for a male-Skigt, magazines : 

 



10. Cam and Eric couldn't be tivers because they do not .. 

Share the same parents, these don't live in the same brous 

 


